WHAT YOU NEED TO KNOW…

“The Canary was able to detect a number of
early decaying areas in my teeth that had not
been visible through x-ray. Because of The
Canary System, my dentist was able to detect
and repair those areas before they became a
serious problem. Given my age, as a Baby
Boomer, I am grateful to The Canary System.
I'm sure it will help prolong the life of my natural
teeth, along with good dental hygiene and
dental care, well into my senior years.”
Diana (Canary Patient)

THE CANARY SYSTEM:


Is Painless



Does not use radiation



Only takes a few minutes
during your appointment



Will find concerns sooner
helping preserve your natural
tooth structure



Help you keep your teeth for
a lifetime!
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THE FUTURE IS NOW WITH
THE CANARY SYSTEM

WHAT IS THE CANARY SYSTEM?
The Canary System is a painless, noninvasive low-powered laser that
examines the health of your teeth.
It looks for the presence of tooth
demineralization (structural
breakdown), fractures and early
dental decay.

WHAT HAPPENS WHEN A
CONCERN IS NOTED?

HOW DOES THE CANARY
SYSTEM BENEFIT ME?

If an area of concern is discovered,
your dentist and hygienist will share
the findings with you and use their
expertise to determine whether the
area can be remineralized (healed) or
requires a restoration (i.e. filling).

The Canary System can:

It can identify decay in areas that are
undetectable to the eye and in areas
that are difficult to detect with dental
x-rays.

 Detect cracks in teeth before the
tooth breaks.
 Find small openings around the
edges of fillings before bacteria
have the chance to cause
extensive decay.
 Find areas that can be repaired
early, possibly avoiding the
replacement of a large filling.

Gives your dental professional
additional insight to create
conservative and comprehensive
treatment plans.

HOW WILL THE CANARY HELP
YOU WITH YOU ORAL HEALTH?

WHAT DOES THE CANARY
NUMBER MEAN?

The Canary System enables your
dental professional to identify a
breakdown in tooth structure before
it appears on an x-ray. When caught
early, you can intervene in decay
preventive measures sooner, saving
more of your natural tooth. Over
time, The Canary System can monitor
the changes and improvements in the
strength of your teeth. Be sure to ask
what preventive methods are best for
you.

Lower numbers indicate healthy
tooth structure. Higher numbers
suggest that treatment is needed.
The Canary Number will help your
dental professional prepare a
treatment plan that is customized for
you.

 Help identify subsurface decay
that might otherwise go
undetected, preventing the need
for more costly root canals or
crowns.
 When decay is caught early, it
allows for a smaller and less
costly restoration.

HOW LONG WILL IT TAKE?
A Canary scan takes just seconds for
each area being examined. Your
dentist and hygienist will determine
which tooth surfaces to scan at each
visit. Occasionally, they might ask
you to return for a more detailed
scan to provide additional
information.

